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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to construct a multivariate generalisation of
the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative, a classical fractional derivative opera-
tor. To do so, we first produce a formalism of fractional derivatives in
terms of infinitesimal translations that justifies the “binomial theorem” ar-
gument for the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative, allowing us to then extend
the argument to construct the multivariate derivative via the more gen-
eral multi-binomial theorem. We conclude by studying the principal value
of the fractional derivative of a multivariate power function, obtaining a
characteristic equation in agreement with recent research in the area.
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1. Introduction
The Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative is a generalisation of the higher-
order derivative to fractional orders – the classic motivation for the de-
rivative comes from considering the limit form of the nth-order derivative,
observing the similarity to the binomial theorem and writing down an anal-
ogous generalisation to the binomial series [1].
DRf(x) = lim
h→0
h−R
∞∑
k=0
(
R
k
)
(−1)kf(x− kh) (1.1)
This paper makes a similar observation with the multi-binomial theo-
rem to define the multivariate Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative – however, to
rigorously justify doing so, we will first introduce a formalism of “infinites-
imal function translations” that will make precise the relation between the
nth-order derivative and the Binomial theorem.
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As part of our exploration of this multivariable Gru¨nwald-Letnikov de-
rivative, we generalise the results of [4] to a multivariable setting. In [4],
a relation between terms h and N of the limits h → 0 and the implicit
limit of summation N → ∞ was enforced on the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov de-
rivative to “force” it to equal its “principal value”, which is definitionally
the Riemann-Liouville derivative. The condition is of the form h = qx/N ,
where the parameter q depends on the function and the order of the deriv-
ative – for the simple case of the power function, DRxp, it is known that
q is the solution to the following equation, known as the “characteristic
equation” of the derivative: [4]
q−R2F1(−p,−R; 1−R; q) =
piR
sinpiR
(
p
R
)
(1.2)
Using the multivariate Riemann-Liouville derivative defined in [2], we
derive a generalisation of Eq. (1.2) to a multivariable power function of the
form x1
p1 . . . xn
pn – as we will see, this will allow us to write down a value
of q for any analytic function.
2. The infinitesimal translation formalism
Consider introducing a translation operator φh that translated a func-
tion f : R→ R left-ward by a real number h, i.e.
φhf(x) , f(x+ h) (2.1)
It can be verified that such operators generate (with addition and scalar
multiplication) a commutative ring under extensional addition and opera-
tor multiplication with 1 := φ0. Further, it is clear that the superscript
operation φh is equal to the integer power for integer h. One may then
write the derivative as:
d
dx
= lim
h→0
φh − 1
h
(2.2)
Working with the nth-order derivative dn/dxn is then straightforward.
The binomial theorem is true on any commutative ring, therefore we may
write, where the limit exists:
dn
dxn
= lim
h→0
1
hn
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
φ(n−k)h (2.3)
The Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative then simply becomes the formali-
sation of a real power (n ∈ R) on the ring of translation operators via
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the binomial expansion as can be seen in Eq. (2.3) by writing φ(n−k)hf =
f(x+ (n− k)h).
3. The multivariate fractional derivative
With this formalism in mind, it is then much easier to motivate the
multivariate Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative. For functions f : Rn → Rm,
we may define n generators φi:
φi
hf(x1, . . . xi, . . . xn) , f(x1, . . . xi + h, . . . xn) (3.1)
And the partial derivative in the xi direction is:
∂
∂xi
= lim
h→0
φi
h − 1
h
(3.2)
We are then interested in the general-order mixed partial derivative,
which we write in terms of the infinitesimal translation operators as fol-
lows (the hi’s can be set to each other should f be well-behaved, implying
symmetry of the mixed derivative):
∂
∑
ri
∂x1r1 . . . ∂xnrn
= lim
hi→0
(
φ1
h1 − 1
h1
)r1
. . .
(
φn
hn − 1
hn
)rn
(3.3)
Analogous to the significance of the binomial theorem in the univariate
case, we can see that the limit form of the general-order partial derivative
will match the form of the multi-binomial theorem, with which we expand
the above expression (the limit is suppressed, and i runs from 1 to n):
∂
∑
ri
∂x1r1 . . . ∂xnrn
=
∏
i
hi
−ri ·
ri∑
ki=0
∏
i
(−1)ki
(
ri
ki
)
φi
−kihi (3.4)
Where we replaced φi
(ri−ji)h with φi
−jih as rih is infinitesimal and
can be factored out of the summation. Our definition of the multivariable
Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative for non-integer ri is then simply obtained
by replacing the upper limits of the summation with ∞. Or in shorthand
where ◦ represents pointwise multiplication and ki = k · ei, hi = h · ei,
∂
∑
rif(x)
∂x1r1 . . . ∂xnrn
=
∏
i
hi
−ri ·
∑
k∈Nn
[∏
i
(−1)ki
(
ri
ki
)]
f(x− k ◦ h) (3.5)
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4. Considerations on the q-principal value
Consider the derivative: ∂
∑
ri
∂x1
r1 ...∂xnrn
(x1
p1 . . . xn
pn). The principal value
of this derivative is a special case of the multivariate Riemann-Liouville de-
rivative defined in [2], which appears as a straightforward generalisation of
the case for integer ri:
∂
∑
ri
∂x1r1 . . . ∂xnrn
∏
i
xi
pi =
∏
i
Γ(pi + 1)
Γ(pi − ri + 1)
x1
pi−ri
The expression for the multivariate Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative (with
h and N allowed to vary), as per Eq. (3.5), can be factorised as follows:
∂
∑
ri
∂x1r1 . . . ∂xnrn
∏
i
xi
pi =
∏
i

hi−ri Ni∑
ki=0
(−1)ki
(
ri
ki
)
(xi − kihi)
pi


Where we suppress the limits hi → 0 and Ni → ∞. The key dif-
ference between this and the univariate case is that we now have n pairs
(Ni, hi), which can in principle interrelate. The fact that both terms are
fully factorised means that we can write down the characteristic equation
corresponding to the multivariate case as precisely the product of the ex-
pressions in the component-wise characteristic equations for the univariate
case from [4], setting qi = Nihi/xi:
∏
i
qi
−ri
pi∑
j=0
(
pi
j
)
(−qi)
j
ri − j
=
∏
i
pi
sinpiri
(
pi
ri
)
(4.1)
Or alternatively:
∏
i
[
piri
sinpiri
(
pi
ri
)
qi
ri
1
2F1(−pi,−ri; 1 − ri; qi)
]
= 1 (4.2)
One may check that qi = 1 is always a solution to this equation.
5. Conclusion
Our formalism of infinitesimal translations has allowed us to concisely
define the multivariate Gru¨nwald-Letnikov derivative in a well-motivated
way. The result is a clear generalisation of the well-known expression for
the univariate derivative.
In addition, we have found the general characteristic equation for the
principal value of any derivative of a multivariate power function – interest-
ingly, the solution qi = 1 always yields the principal value, implying that it
works for any analytic function (as their Taylor expansion expresses them as
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an infinite sum of power functions). These results would be more significant
under a proof of equivalence between the multivariate Gru¨nwald-Letnikov
and Riemann-Liouville derivatives for functions where both derivatives are
defined, analogous to the proof in [3] for the univariate case – this problem
will be the focus of future work.
It is interesting to consider the generalisation of the rank-r gradient ten-
sor (i.e. the tensor ∂i1 . . . ∂irf). For the integer-order partial derivatives,
the rank-r gradient tensor of a function f : Rn → R allows for co-ordinates
from [1, n]r – this follows from having n choices for each successive deriv-
ative acting on the function. By contrast for the fractional-order deriva-
tive, there is a continuum of successive derivatives acting on the function,
and the co-ordinate realization of the gradient tensor with “real rank” is
the set of functions {τ : [0, r]
R
→ [1, n]
Z
} which we’ll call “co-ordination
functions” and the corresponding generalisation of the symmetry of mixed
partial derivatives is as follows:
Dτ = Dσ ⇔ ∀i ∈ [1, n] , µ
(
τ−1(i)
)
= µ
(
σ−1(i)
)
(5.1)
Where Dτ is the derivative operator determined by the co-ordination
function τ , τ−1(i) is the pre-image set of i under τ and µ(S) is the measure
of S ⊆ R.
This understanding of the real-rank tensors might, if explored further,
shed some light on results relating to the the transformation laws for the
Riemann-Liouville derivative derived in [2].
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